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Polling Question

What is your strategy regarding filing transaction tax refund 
claims?
A. Routinely file refund claims regardless of audit status
B. Pursue refunds only in the context of an audit
C. Rarely file refund claims
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Preliminary Considerations
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Whose Refund Is It?

• Use tax
• Sales tax you paid to vendors

Only vendor can 
request

Must ask vendor 
first

Straight to state

California
Hawaii
Illinois

Missouri
Washington

Pennsylvania
New Jersey
New York
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Refund Claim Procedures
• Statute of limitations

• Refund v. assessment
• Does filing refund claim open or extend?

• Filing the claim
• Refund claim form v. amended return
• Notice pleading v. fact pleading
• Mailbox rule v. receipt rule

• Lawyers required?
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Getting Paid

• Negotiation of refund payment
• Cash
• Offset (benefit from reduced 

reserve?)
• Credit

• Consider interest implications
• Other liabilities/payment “vintage”
• Underpayment v. overpayment rates
• Accrual start dates
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Polling Question

Do you prefer to handle refund claims in-house or hire an 
advisor?
A. In-house
B. External advisor
C. Refund claims?  The government can keep my money!
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Refund Identification & 
Documentation
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Proving Your Claim
• Consider information that may be needed

• “Ship to” location
• Actual user location
• Use of the product (manufacturing, resale)
• Tax paid on component price

• Contemporaneous evidence
• Contracts
• Screen shots
• Press releases

• Other support
• Statements, affidavits
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Refunds During Audit
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Strategic Considerations

• Using your claim as an offensive or a defensive maneuver:
• Recurrence
• Financial impact
• Burden on auditor
• Timing
• Horse trade potential?

• Precedential value
• Penalty and interest savings opportunities
• Risk of another type of audit?
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Protecting Your Rights

• Confirm statute of limitations
• Audit extends refund claim deadline, or assessment only?
• Confirm auditor signs waivers too

• File claims/amended returns 
• Consider Dow Chem. Co. v. Dep’t of Revenue, 224 Ill. App. 3d 263 

(1991)
• Can withdraw claims if ultimately unnecessary

• Documentation requirements
• Supplement with estimation or projection?
• Future/past filings usable?
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Polling Question

Assuming you have a decent reporting position (50/50), you are 
most likely to:
A. Take the position on the initial return
B. Take the position on an amended return
C. Wait to take a position until an audit is initiated
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Appealing a Denial
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Procedural Considerations

• Assessment appeal, or refund claim needed?
• Assessment appeal open for all issues?
• Limited to offset?

• Deemed denials – is appealing optional or mandatory?
• Can the state argue voluntary payment?
• Can you increase your refund claim?

• See Am. Airlines, Inc. v. Dep't of Revenue, 402 Ill. App. 3d 579 
(2009)
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• Standard: “clear and convincing”?
• Exemptions v. exclusions
• Scope of proof

Burden of Proof
• Who bears burden on appeal?

Missouri: Shifts to the Department on appeal if: (1) Taxpayer
has produced evidence establishing a reasonable dispute with
respect to the issue; (2) Taxpayer has adequate records of it
transactions; and (3) Taxpayer provides the Department
reasonable access to those records. Sec. 136.300 R.S.Mo.

Preponderance 
of the Evidence

Beyond a 
Reasonable 

Doubt

Probable 
Cause

Clear and 
Convincing 
Evidence
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Thank you to our SPONSORS!
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